Abstract. This paper combined with the application of WCDMA network, embedded technology and radio terminal development technology, designed and developed the rural broadcasting system based on 3G Network. This system is easy to operate, the server using the network idle time intensive program to push program can effectively avoid the network storm. Meanwhile the terminal support live configuration for convenience of the users. This system combines Mobile communication network with Broadcast network under the big trend of network convergence, which plays an important role in the development of rural broadcasting.
Introduction
The urban areas of China basically reached 100% of the radio and TV coverage, while the rural coverage ratio was lower. At present, there are three modes of Rural Broadcasting: one is the audio feeding mode, the two is the FM broadcast transmission mode and the three is the IP broadcast mode. These three technologies have their advantages and disadvantages [1] [2] .
The development of rural radio in China is relatively late. In the United States, the rural radio occupy 5% of all American radio, farmers in various regions can obtain public service information through the rural radio, rural radio in Germany and Japan already entered the information era [3] [4] .
The main task of the 3G radio terminal receives broadcast in wireless networks, and schedules the audio data packet and Playlist inside the terminal. 3G rural broadcasting terminals can find the server through the wireless network, so the terminals not only may broadcast the program in accordance with the requirements of the township government, but also can listen to the warning information and radio programs in remote mountainous areas. The 3G Rural Broadcasting System contains the Rural Broadcasting Terminal, push software in server, Rural radio program production. Finally, the hardware platform of 3G broadcasting terminal was realized.
3G Rural Broadcasting Terminal
The rural broadcasting system takes the wireless network as the transmission channel, and sends the processed data to the broadcast terminal by the push software [5] .
Terminal Control Board
The system control board is the core part of the terminal, mainly including audio control system, filtering system, infrared remote control system, regulated power supply system, switching power amplifier system. Inside the terminal processing module is mainly composed of STM32F103 [6] . The STM32F103 receives the server command through the wireless network. The program play list information is processed by the CPU, and is stored in memory. The STM32F103 interface circuit diagram in control board was shown in figure1. Audio control is mainly control volume size. The audio amplifier circuit is used to amplify and adjust the audio signal from the receiver plate, and put it in a large amount of about 4 times.
The mainly aloud equipment of rural radio is treble horn, the burst frequency 400HZ-4000HZ. The sound frequency of rural radio equipment must adapt the burst frequency. High and low frequency will affect the normal work of the horn, and lead to confusion. The bass is too strong to damage the horn. The 400HZ-4000HZ frequency response for sound column is enough because the rural radio broadcasts mainly language program. In the circuit, the band-pass filter is designed, the parameters are 400HZ-4000HZ, the filtration rate is high pass 18db/ frequency and Low pass 12db/ frequency.
The infrared remote control is mainly used to receive infrared signal. When the infrared control signal is received, the LED light tube will flash. The principle of the infrared remote control circuit was shown in figure 2. The system control board mainly includes audio control system, filtering system, infrared remote control system, regulated power supply system, switching power amplifier system. The system control board of 3G rural broadcasting system terminal is shown in figure 3 . Figure 3 . System Control Board.
The Terminal Receiving Board
The receiving board is mainly used for the interface circuit of the mobile communication.
Here we use common interface settings to meet the needs of different regions for mobile networks. For example, the circuit diagram of the WCDMA interface board is shown in Figure  4 . 
Power Carrier Transmission Board
The power carrier transmitting and receiving system is composed of two pieces of the sending board and the receiving board. The purpose of the design of the carrier module is to reduce the number of 3G terminals in rural areas, and reduce the use of cost. For example, in a certain range, only a 3G terminal is required. The sending and receiving board of the carrier is realized as shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7 . 
Design and Implementation of Push Software in Server
In windows visual studio2008, the Sqlite database was used to complete the push software design.
System Function Module
The software system is mainly used in terminal management and program editing. The main module is respectively the administrator login, user management, management of equipment (Group), play list management, log management.
The user management system is put into use, users will also be increased. At this time, when the administrator needs to add a new user information, the administrator must arrange the user's rights. User rights are divided into high, medium and low. Only users with a high authority (i.e. "Admin") have the right to manage the user.
The device management module contains basic information, such as, a single terminal hardware equipment, packet user number (MSISDN), iccid number, terminal IMEI number, terminal installation address, the channel volume, the registration time, fault recording and functional limitations. The s System terminal module includes device rename, add device and delete device. The system terminal module includes device rename, add device and delete device.
3G broadcasting system software supports task list scheduling time axis Management (TBD), Remote editing and management, for a single terminal, you can modify its play list. According to the requirements of each township, the administrator (or a user with permission) can divide the play time of the program (or FM files), and form a diverse list of radio programs.
Interaction between System and Terminal
After the start of the 3G broadcasting system, the system is in a continuous interaction with the broadcasting terminal. When an emergency occurs, the system sends "app-server: 121.34.124.175:8700" to the terminal, which forces the forces to open instant interactive tasks.
In the normal work, the system maintains the timing interaction with the terminal. The interactive data packets are respectively the time to set, the terminal state, the terminal configuration, the deletion of the terminal file and the sending of the file. The design code defines a data packet cache splitter, and allows it to accept multi batch data, then according to the definition of the protocol, pop up successively the complete data packet.
The terminal interaction flow diagram is shown in figure 8 . 
Site Preparation
The 3G broadcasting terminal is the radio terminal that installed in the field (such as: village committee, the villagers Group). After the radio terminal is installed, In the first use of 3G rural radio terminal, the terminal needs to be configured. The configuration of the terminal is the 3G smart radio site configuration (referred to as the configuration side).
The 3G broadcast can support voice broadcast with 3 party calls. The configuration end (if configured as terminal UPSTREAM-NUMBER) can call terminal with voice. The configuration end can call terminal with voice, the terminal can automatically answer, and at the same time, the call DOWNSTREAM-NUMBER. When the DOWNSTREAM-NUMBER automatic response, 3 party calls will be realized.
For the successful installation of 3G radio terminal, terminal configuration first sends a named"the conFig. ini"file, the file contains terminal initialization configuration, terminal first power will read the file from the SD card, which contains: app-server (system side IP address and port number); upstream-number (upstream terminal number); downstream-number (downstream terminal number); chan-volume (audio channel default volume). The site configuration format is as follows In order to obtain the status of the terminal, configure the end to send: status get". Configure terminal volume: configure the end to send: "volume:12, 34, 56, 0 set", where 12 represents the volume of the MP3 channel, 34 indicates the volume of the FM channel, 56 indicates the volume of the GSM channel, 0 indicates the reserved channel volume (volume range 0~63).
After receiving the success of the terminal response: volume:12, 34, 56, 0 current".
Conclusion
In this paper, the dual mode of transmission is used to design the rural broadcasting system based on 3G network, which retain the advantages of traditional broadcast based, and effectively avoid the disadvantages such as low coverage of the previous broadcast. Since the rural broadcasting system is currently in the trial stage, after the start of the operation can be further improved, so that the operation of the 3G broadcasting system will be more simple, more intelligent.
